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Abstract
Personalized wearable ICT systems presented in
fashionable and appealing lifestyle-designs have gained
critical user acceptance, and comprise momentum to bring
wearable computing to a socio-technical mass
phenomenon within the next few years. Early indicators
for this expected wearable systems “tsunami” are the
“spring tide” of 5.3 billion mobile phone platforms (i.e.
mobile subscribers) as of the end of 2013, an assessed
market potential for 300 million smart watches in 2014,
and a possible market for more than 200 million smart
eye-wear systems in 2015 [1].

This workshop asks the questions on the potentials and
opportunities of turning these massively deployed wearable
systems to a globe spanning super-organism of socially
interactive personal digital assistants. While the
individual wearables are of heterogeneous provenance and
typically act autonomously, we can assume that they can
(and will) self-organize into large scale cooperative
collectives, with humans being mostly out-of-the-loop [2].
We may not assume a common objective or central
controller, but rather volatile network topologies,
co-dependence and internal competition, non-linear and
non-continuous dynamics, and sub-ideal, failure prone
operation. We could refer to these emerging massive
collectives of wearables as a “super-organism” [7], since
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it exhibits properties of a living organism (like e.g.
’collective intelligence’) on its own. In order to properly
exploit such super-organisms, we need to develop a deeper
scientific understanding of the foundational principles by
which they operate.

Author Keywords
Wearable Computing; Pervasive Computing; Collective
Adaptive Systems, Socially Inspired ICT; Complex
Systems; Socio-Technical Fabric

ACM Classification Keywords
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems.

Introduction
Today’s trends and observable indications for a near
future mass deployment of wearable computing
technologies like smart phones, smart watches, smart
eye-wear, etc. will lead to modes of use that go way
beyond a pure individual, personalized assistive
technology. Taking today’s computational, sensory,
actuation and wireless communication capacities of such
platforms, it is not just considered possible, but already a
reality that these are programmed to operate
cooperatively as very large scale ensembles of
wearable appliances. As for example, smartphone apps
have demonstrated globe-spanning cooperative sensing
applications, liquid democracy applications, crowd steering
and traffic management applications, power grid and
energy efficiency applications, or virtual supercomputing
applications etc. [3].

One essential aspect of such globe-spanning collective
ensembles is that they often exhibit properties typical
observed in complex systems [6], like (i) spontaneous,
dynamic network configuration, with (ii) individual nodes

acting in parallel, (iii) constantly acting and reacting to
what the other agents are doing, and (iv) where the
control tends to be highly dispersed and decentralized. If
there is to be any coherent behavior in the system, it (v)
has to arise from competition and cooperation among the
individual nodes, so that the overall behavior of the
system is the result of a huge number of decisions made
every moment by many individual entities.

Another aspect is, that such compounds of huge numbers
of possibly heterogeneous, self-aware [5] entities exhibit
properties of collective adaptive systems (CAS), like
“collective intelligence”.

We hypothesize, that the foreseeable mass deployment
of wearable computing technologies like smart phones,
smart watches or smart eye-wear will lead to the
emergence of a dense digital substrate to externalize
and enhance our physical and social intelligence, and
make it a pervasive aspect of our individual and social
lives. With this workshop, we wish to collect and reflect
thoughts of the scientific community along this
hypothesis.

Collective Intelligence and Super-organisms
We further hypothesize that pervasive/wearable
computing technologies will make collective intelligence so
deeply embedded in our activities [4] to make it
impossible, in the near future, to distinguish about what
aspects of our “intelligence” are to be attributed to us as
individuals, to us as member of the world society, or to us
as a organs of a continuous and worldwide
socio-technical super-organism.

The technologies and the processes that will lead to the
emergence of such collectively intelligent super-organisms
are already in place today, if we look at the diversity of
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digital personal assistance coming from smartphones,
smart watches, activity trackers, or smart eye-ware:

Figure 1: 2014 Commercial Smartwatches
http://www.smartwatchnews.org/top-5-smart-watches/

Figure 2: 2014 Commercial Activity Trackers
http://www.smartwatchnews.org/activity-trackers-fitness-
bands/

Figure 3: 2014 Commercial Smart Eyewear
http://www.smartglassesnews.org/wp-content

Among the most fundamental and critical challenges
related to this emergence is making sure that the sorts of
“intelligence”that will arise from such socio-technical
super-organisms will be useful and not damaging to users
and to humanity as a whole [7]. To this end, the
workshops attempts to address the following
foundational research concerns:

• Understanding the trade-offs between the power of
top-down (by design) adaptation means and
bottom-up (by emergence) ones, also by studying
how the two approaches co-exists in modern
wearable ICT systems, and possibly contributing in
smoothing the tension between the two approaches.

• Understanding the “power of the masses”
principle as far as participatory wearable ICT
processes are involved. In particular, this implies
understanding how and to which extent even very
simple collective phenomena and algorithms -
when involving billions of wearables - can express
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forms of intelligence much superior than that of
more traditional AI techniques.

• Understanding the issue of diversity and of
diversity increase in complex systems and in
service/data systems, and how diversity of structure
and behavior is currently accommodated in wearable
ICT systems. As of now, most studies focuses on a
limited number of different classes, which is far from
approximating the diversity of existing systems.

• Laying down new foundations for the modeling of
large-scale Human-ICT organisms and their
adaptive behaviors, also including lessons form
applied psychology, sociology, and social
anthropology, other than from systemic biology,
ecology and complexity science.

• Identifying models and tools by which individual
organs of the systems can influence and direct “by
design” the emergent adaptive behavior of the
whole system, or at least of substantial parts of it.

Looking at this evolution from the wearable systems side,
considering large collectives of such devices dynamically
forming, cooperating, and interacting with large user
populations over a broad range of spatial and temporal
scales, the workshop attempts to address the following
systems research concerns:

• Opportunistic information collection. Systems
need to be able to function in complex, dynamic
environments where they have to deal with
unpredictable changes in available infrastructures
and learn to cooperate with other systems and
human beings in complex self-organized ensembles
[7].

• Collaborative Reasoning and Emergent Effects.
Reasoning methods and system models are needed
that combine machine learning methods with
complexity theory to account for global emergent
effects resulting from feedback loops between
collaborative, interconnected devices and their users.

• Social Awareness. Whereas today’s context-aware
systems are able to make sense of the activity of
single users and their immediate environment,
future systems should be able to analyze,
understand and predict complex social phenomena
on a broad range of spatial and temporal scales [5].
Examples of the derived information could be: shifts
in collective opinions and social attitudes, changes
in consumer behavior, the emergence of tensions in
communities, demographics, migration, mobility
patterns, or health trends.

Collective Adaptive Systems
Large scale ensembles of wearables of the above kind
could be referred to as an instance of a Collective
Adaptive System (CAS). CAS is a broad term that
describes large scale system that are comprised of many
units/nodes, each of which may have their own individual
properties, objectives and actions. Decision-making in
such a system is distributed and possibly highly dispersed,
and interaction between the units may lead to the
emergence of unexpected phenomena. CAS are open, in
that nodes may enter or leave the collective at any time,
and boundaries between CAS are fluid. The units can be
highly heterogeneous (computers, robots, agents, wearable
devices, etc.), each operating at different temporal and
spatial scales, and having different (potentially conflicting)
objectives/goals.
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Ultimately, to gain a deeper scientific understanding of
the principles by which super-organisms operate, a
collective adaptive systems (CAS) perspective onto such
systems could be beneficial. The workshop therefore will
solicit on the one hand conceptual papers describing
proposals for novel methodologies, theories and
principles that might be used in order to design, develop
and build, analyze and operate such systems. On the
other hand, more observational, epistemological and
user study papers will be welcome delivering evidence for
possible future scenarios, and emerging platforms and
technologies. Finally, systems papers proposing
ingenious, novel HW/SW platforms will be welcome as
well. Suggested topics include (but are not limited to):

• Novel CAS theories and operational principles

• Novel design principles for building CAS

• Insights into the Evolutionary and Emergent CAS
Properties

• Methodologies, Models, Algorithms, Frameworks
and Tools for studying, analyzing and building CAS

• Case-studies / very large scale scenarios that can
serve as reference case for future super-organisms of
collective wearables.

Plans for Conducting the Workshop
Before the Workshop: Soliciting Submissions

In order to attract as many submissions as possible it is
necessary to provide information to potentially interested
researchers as soon as possible and by using a scale of
suitable information channels. Therefore, we plan to use
the following items:

• Workshop website: We will set up a website at
http://www.pervasive.jku.at/ to publicize the
workshop details and call for submissions. This
website will contain information about interesting
topics relevant for the workshop, submission
guidelines including a link to the electronic
submission system, important dates, program
committee, and review process. All the workshop
related material will sustain on this web page for
future access. For attracting workshop participants
(once the submission is closed), we will mainly use
the workshop website. We plan to provide
up-to-date information about the workshop, related
material, and information about accepted position
papers (title, authors, abstract) there.

• Call for submissions: The call will be distributed
electronically via the official channels of the
PERVASIVE / UBICOMP / ISWC / CHI
community and in addition sent by e-mail to all
scientific contacts of the organizers. Furthermore,
the cfp will be forwarded to relevant mailing lists
and will be announced at related conferences and/or
other events. We will furthermore advertise the
workshop through social networks (Facebook,
Twitter) and professional organizations (setup a
XING group, post to relevant groups in LinkedIn,
etc.).

• Participating: For “active” participation it is
required to submit a position paper (up to 4 pages
in CHI extended abstracts format, including full
author details and references) by April 25th, 2014,
detailing their contributions to wearable
super-organisms either from a technical or a more
generic, theoretical view. Position papers are also
requested (and required) from invited experts in
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order to accept them as workshop participants. The
only difference to “normal” submissions is, that
experts have a postponed deadline, and their
submissions will not undergo the rigorous review
process. Depending on the number of submissions,
we will invite up to 4 experts and 10 participants to
present their expert statements/position papers at
the workshop in distinguished presentation sessions.
Additionally, in case of fewer submissions, we may
also open the workshop for “passive” participation,
i.e., attendance without accepted position paper.
The invited experts should, on the one side make
the workshop more attractive for participation, and
on the other, should bring the idea of
“Super-organisms of Massive Collective
Wearables” forward.

• During the Workshop: The workshop will cover a
full day. We will begin the workshop with a brief
presentation by the organizers describing the general
goal of the workshop and its agenda. During the
day keynote presenters will present their view of
“Collective Adaptive Systems” in expert session.
The rest of the day will be dedicated to research
presentations. The length of the presentations will
be defined and communicated to speakers in
advance; basically it depends on the number of
active participants qualified for the workshop.

After breaking for lunch, we will continue with
another expert session (about 30 min), and will then
start with a Research Agenda and Roadmap
structuring discussion. Specific organization of the
group work (single or multiple groups, composition,
group size, etc.) will be decided on the workshop
day, depending on the number of experts and
participants (ideally 15-20 persons) and the

heterogeneity of the submitted position papers
(experts + normal participants). Each group will be
asked to create a poster or PPT slides to be
discussed in the subsequent presentation/discussion
session. The output of the breakout groups and
discussion points collected throughout the day could
be compiled into a poster presented to ISWC
attendees in the general poster session. The last 15
minutes of the day are dedicated to a wrap-up of
workshop organizers, discussing potential future
activities such as a special issue journal publication.

• After the Workshop: The summarized results of
the workshop will be reviewed and be made
available online. Accepted position papers are
planned to be part of the UBICOMP adjunct
proceedings, and will be circulated between
workshop participants. Supplemental material will
be shared via dropbox, and published at the
workshop website http://www.pervasive.jku.at/
(e.g., PPT or PDF slides, posters, etc.) (on authors
approval only). Furthermore, it is planned to publish
extended versions of selected papers in a special
issue of a journal.

Proposers
The proposers of this workshop have had a very close research
cooperation for more than a decade, and have expertise in
serving to the scientific community, particularly in organizing
scientific events. Alois Ferscha at Linz University for example
served as General Chair and organized PERVASIVE 2004 in
Vienna Austria, ISWC 2009 in Linz Austria, or DOA-SVI
2012 in Rome. Paul Lukowicz from DFKI has had active roles
in the boards and committees of ISWC, UBICOMP,
PERVASIVE and PerComp over the past 15 years, to name a
few. Franco Zambonelli organized several events in the
WETICE and SASO conference series. Together they have
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been doing joint research in the domain of Recognition
Architectures and Opportunistic Sensing (FP7 FET projects
OPPORTUNITY (Ferscha, Lukowicz), SOCIONICAL
(Ferscha, Lukowicz)), Human Computer Confluence (FP7
FET project PANORAMA (Ferscha, Zambonelli), FP7 FET
project HC2 (Ferscha)), Complex Systems and Coordination
Architectures (FP7 FET project SAPERE (Ferscha,
Zambonelli)), Fundamentals of Collective Adaptive Systems
(FP7 FET Project FoCAS (Ferscha, Zambonelli)). Lukowicz
and Ferscha have been ICT proponents in the FET Flagship
Initiative FuturICT.

Alois Ferscha is full Professor at the University of Linz as
where he heads the Excellence Initiative “Pervasive
Computing”, the department of Pervasive Computing, and the
Research Studio Pervasive Computing Applications. His
research is focused in Pervasive/Ubiquitous Computing,
Sensing and Machine Learning, Large Scale Socio-Technical
Systems and High Performance Simulation of very-large-scale
Agent Based Models, and has worked in international EU
funded projects (EU FP7, FET: SAPERE, HC2, PANORAMA,
SOCIONICAL, OPPORTUNITY; EU FP6, FET:
BeyondTheHorizon, InterLink, CRUISE), but also national
projects (DISPLAYS, SPECTACLES, PowerSaver, PowerIT,
etc.). He holds tight cooperation with industrial stakeholders
(RedBull MediaHouse, SIEMENS, IBM). He has served as
chair and member of the most important international
conferences in the field (PERVASIVE, UBICOMP, ISWC,
WWW, PADS, DS-RT, SIGMETRICS, MASCOTS, PNPM,
etc.), and accepted more than 20 invitations for conference
keynote presentations. He is an active consultant to the IST
FET group within the Commission of the European
Communities, Information Society and Media
Directorate-General, and to the Austrian ministries bm-wf and
bm-vit. He is Austria’s representative in IFIP TC-10
(International Federation for Information Processing, TC10 -
Computer Systems Technology).

Paul Lukowicz is full Professor of AI at the Technical

University of Kaiserslautern in Germany, where he will head the
Embedded Intelligence group at DFKI. From 2006 till 2011 he
has been full Professor (W3) of Computer Science at the
University of Passau. He has also been a senior researcher
(“Oberassistent”) at the Electronics Laboratory at the
Department of Information Technology and Electrical
Engineering of ETH Zurich. He is MSc. (Dipl. Inf.) and Ph.D.
(Dr. rer nat.) in Computer Science as well as MSc. in Physics
(Dipl. Phys.). His research focus is context aware ubiquitous
and wearable systems including sensing, pattern recognition,
system architectures, models of large scale self organized
systems, and applications. Paul Lukowicz coordinated the
SOCIONICAL project, was Associate Editor in Chief IEEE
Pervasive Computing Magazine, and has served on the TPCs
(including TPC Chair) of all main conferences in the area.

Franco Zambonelli is full professor of Computer Science at

the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. He got his PhD

in Computer Science and Engineering from the University of

Bologna in 1997. His research interests include pervasive

computing, multi-agent systems, self-adaptive and

self-organizing systems. He has published over 80 papers in

peer-reviews journals, and has been invited speaker at many

conferences and workshops. He is the co-Editor in Chief of the

ACM Transactions on Autonomous and Adaptive Systems, and

he is in the Editorial Board of the Elsevier Journal of Pervasive

and Mobile Computing, of the BCS Computer Journal and of

the Journal of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering, and he is

in the Steering Committee of the IEEE SASO Conference. He

has been scientific manager of the EU FP6 Project

CASCADAS and coordinator of the EU FP7 Project SAPERE.

He is ACM Distinguished Scientist, member of the Academia

Europaea, and IEEE Fellow.
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